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in them that can be identified with actual events. Two fifteenth-
century historians, Bower and Major, speak of him, but all
their information is evidently derived from the ballads.
Whatever the reality of Robin Hood, his adventures in the
ballads are, as Child says, "absolutely a creation of the ballad
muse".
I have now mentioned the only dates earlier than 1300 that
could possibly be assigned to the composition of ballads, and
it is clear that they are all very uncertain. There are four
ballads about fourteenth-century history and their composition
cannot be dated with any more certainty. Here the events
are real enough, but the ballads were probably written a
long time afterwards. "The Battle of Otterburn" (161) and
"The Hunting of the Cheviot" (162), both about a skirmish
that took place in 1388, are clearly from the repertoire of
Tudor minstrelsy. "Otterburn" even mentions a written
source:
'But nyne thousand, ther was no moo
The cronykle will not layne.**
"Hugh Spencer's Feats in France" (158) and "Durham
Field" (159), both from the seventeenth-century Percy MS.,
also look like minstrels' accounts of past history.
There are four ballads which mention events of the fifteenth
century. "The Battle of Harlaw" (163) is about an event of
1411. The earliest evidence of this ballad's existence is a
Scottish prose document, "The Complaynt of Scotland", of
1549, which mentions it as one of the songs popular among
the countrymen, and the earliest texts are of the nineteenth
century. There is a possibility that the ballad as we now have
it may be based on one written soon after the battle. Sir
E. K. Chambers thinks that this is unlikely because it falsifies
history in favour of the Lowlanders; but such partisan
inaccuracy is surely what is found in eyewitness accounts.
"Sir John Butler" (165), whose hero died in 1463, also looks
as though it might have been composed near the date of the
* Lie.

